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(V)UC Transport cover for yoke mounted tap-changers
Product information
Reduction of height of on-load
tap-changers (OLTC) during
transport of transformer.
For yoke mounted tap-changers
of type (V)UC, it is possible to
reduce the transport height of
the installed tap-changer by
implementing a transport cover.

(V)UCL

(V)UCG

Using the transport cover (ref. No. 5492968-CT) for
the (V)UCL, the total height from the transformer
cover to the top of the OLTC cover will be reduced
from 180 mm to 65 mm.

Using the transport cover (ref. No. 5492968-JJ) for
the (V)UCG, the total height from the transformer
cover to the top of the OLTC cover will be reduced
from 205 mm to 50 mm.

For (V)UCL, the diverter switch can be transported
inside the diverter switch housing equipped with the
transport cover. This requires the lifting yoke to be
positioned to the lower hole pattern (see Fig. 3).

When using the transport cover for (V)UCG, the
diverter switch can not be properly secured inside
the diverter switch housing and Hitachi ABB
Power Grids recommend to transport the diverter
switch separately.

01 (V)UCL Transport cover.
03 (V)UCG Transport cover.

02 Reposition of (V)UCL diverter switch top.

Top cover

Oil sampling
tube

Installation
Please refer to Installation and commissioning for
more detailed information.

Bevel gear
Upper flange
Yoke flange

1. Remove the top cover and the bevel gear. Make
sure that the drive shaft is locked.
2. Remove the oil sampling tube and the guiding bar.
The oil sampling tube and the guiding bar should
be transported separately.
3. Remove the bolts connecting the upper flange with
the yoke flange.

Drive shaft

4. Remove the bolts connecting the transformer and
the upper flange.

Guiding bar

5. Remove the flange with a proper lifting device. The
flange should be transported separately.
Insulating cylinder

6. Attach the transport cover flange to
the transformer.

Diverter switch

7. Lift the OLTC housing with the lifting device and
attach the transport flange to the yoke flange.

Drive pin

Large gear wheel slot

8. For (V)UCL: if diverter switch is to be transported
inside the cylinder. Carefully lower the diverter
switch in position since guidance’s (tube and bar)
are removed. Ensure the drive pin enters the large
gear wheel slot.
9. Attach the transport cover to the transport
cover flange.

After transport
Please refer to Installation and commissioning for
more detailed information.

04 (V)UCL Cut through.

1. Lift out the diverter switch (if transported inside).
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2. Reverse the steps under Installation 7–1.

